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HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Bone-chilling. -Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) One of the best in the series. Booklist (Starred Review) To save mankind s future, the members of Sigma Force must make a devil
s bargain as they join forces with their most hated enemy to stop an ancient threat in this gripping
adventure from #1 New York Times bestselling author James Rollins. Off the coast of Brazil, a team
of scientists discovers a horror like no other, an island where all life has been eradicated, consumed,
and possessed by a species beyond imagination. Before they can report their discovery, a
mysterious agency attacks the group, killing them all, save one: an entomologist, an expert on
venomous creatures, Professor Ken Matsui from Cornell University. Strangest of all, this inexplicable
threat traces back to a terrifying secret buried a century ago beneath the National Mall: a cache of
bones preserved in amber. The artifact was hidden away by a cabal of scientists-led by Alexander
Graham Bell-to protect humankind. But they dared not destroy it, for the object also holds an
astonishing promise for the future: the very secret of life after...
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Reviews
This pdf may be worth acquiring. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of the pdf. I am pleased to let you know that this is the very
best ebook we have read inside my own lifestyle and could be he finest publication for ever.
-- Pr of. Abe Sa tter field IV
Thorough guideline! Its this type of good read. It is really simplistic but shocks from the 50 percent from the publication. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Sa llie Wieg a nd
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